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ABSTRACT 
11 this paper,a new integral transform, Natural transform is introduced in a generalized sense(Distributional 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
The scientific disciplines like physics,chemistry.mathcmatics,biology comes under one roof called as basic 

SCiences.ln basic sciences we study the natural phenomenon which occurs in above disciplines.Among all these 

disciplines mathematics plays the vital role due to its interdisciplinary approach.As a result of that,in the 

development of interdisciplinary research application of mathematics has significant role.There are fields like 

physics, engineering etc. where the mathematical methods and tools are being used to resolve the problems 

encoun- tered in the study of these subject.This shows that mathematics has a grcat contribution in the 

development of basic sciences. 

The concept of function is one of the important aspect in the subject of mathematics.To define a function onc 

need to specify the proper domain and co-domain by means of which the said function is well defined.In the 

growing the research,a function can be viewed by its action as a functional on the given testing space.This leads 

to introduction of new concept called as gener- alized functions.Now a days,the theory of generalizcd functions 

becomes the growing branch of pure and applied mathematics and attract 1 

applica- tions.In this theory of generalized functions,a function is governed by its action as a functional on the 

given testing space. With the help of these generalized functions one can solve the problems of ordinary 

differential equations.partial differential equations,integral equations,fluid mechanics etc.The aim of this paper 

is to define the new integral transform Natural transform on the given distribution space and to study of this 

generalized Natural transform to various fields. 

researcher due to its wide range of 

THE NATURAL TRANSFORMATION 

Recently,the new integral transform Natural transform(N-transform) was introduced by Khan 

and Khan [12] and studied its properties and some applications.The Natural transform of the 

function f () E R2 is denoted by symbol N[f (O] = R(s, u) where s and u are the transform 

variables and is defined by an integral equation[1] 

J 
N[MD] = R(s, u) estf(uH dt (1.1) 

where Re(s) > 0, uE (T1, T2),the function )is sectionwise continuous,exponential order and 

defined over the set 

A = [f ()AM, , t2 >0, If)1 < Me'", ift e (-1)/ x [0, )]. 
The above equation can be written in another form.as 

N[f ()] == R(s, u) = 

* ef(dt (1.2) 

The inverse Natural transform of function R(s, u) is denoted by symbol N"[R(s. u)] = () and 

is defined with Bromwich contour integral[1.2]

N-'[A(S, u)] = f(t) = lim 1 T e# R(S. U) ds 
T 21i y-iT 

(1.3) 

We can extract the Laplace, Sumudu, Fourier and Mellin transform from Natural transform

and which shows that Natural transform convergence to Laplace and Sumudu transform[11]
Moreover Natural transform plays as a source for other transform and it is the theoretical 

dual of Laplace transtorm.Further study and applications of Natural transform can be seen 

inf3.4,5.6.7.8]. In [9,10] we can see that. authors have presented the solution of distributiona 
Abel integral equation by distributional Sumudu transtorm and Fractional Integrals and Deriva 

tives for Sumudu transform on distribution spaces. 
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Some Preliminary Results of Natural Transform 

1 
u" 

(2) N "] = sn»i (3)Neas: (1)N[1]= au 
n (k+1) 

S .uR (0) 
n 

4)NI-1 (5)N[f()) = *R(S, u) 
u 

n=0 
7-1 u-k (Sau2 

The Heaviside Function 

he Heaviside function H(x) assign the value zero for every negative value of x and assign 

unity for every positive value of x, that is, 

Hx) = 

1 x>0 

Ithas a jump discontinuity at x = 0 and is also called the unit step function. Its value at x= 0 is 

usually taken to be .Sometimes it is taken to be a constant c, 0 < C < 1,andthen the function 

is written Hx). If the jump in the Heaviside function is at a point x = a,then the function is 

written Hx-a 
. H-x) = 1 - Hx), H(a - x) = 1 - Hx - a) 

The function H[x) plays an important role in describing the functions which are having jump 

discontinuity and in the study of generalized functions.Let F(x) be a function which is continu- 

ous everywhere except for the point x = §.at which F (x) has a jumpdiscontinuity 

Fi(x) F(X) FalX) 
x< 

From this equation,we can write F (x) as 

F(x) = F(x)HIZ - x)+Falx)HX 
This concept can be generalized for more than one point if jump discontinuity. 

The Dirac Delta Function 

In physical problem we often encounters idealized concepts such as a force concentrated at a 

point or an impulsive force that acts instantaneously. These forces are described by the Dirac 

delta function 6(x - ) which has several significant properiies. 

5x = 0, xf= E (1.4)

0 a,b< gorg < a, b 
6(x- ) = (1.5) 

1 asfsb a 

6(x Sdx = 1 (1.6) 

6(x f(x)dx = f() (1.7) 
-

Where f (x) is a sutticiently smooth function, equation (1.7) is called shiting property or the 

reproducing property of the delta function.The language of classical mathematics is inade- 

quate to justify such function.In a classical mathematics, if a tunction is zero except at a point

then its integral is necessarily zero,without regard for the definition used for the integral, which 

shows contradiction to eqyation (1.4) and (1.5). But there are some sequences which shows 
the property (1.7) i.e. lim f(x) Sinkmx dx = f(0). This is called as Dirichlet Formula. 
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2 Generalized Natural Transform 

Testing Function Space Dab 

let Dab denotes the space of all complex valued smooth functions () on -oo <t< o on 

which the functions yal) defined by 

(2.1) 
Ye(P) 4 Ya.b.Ap) % Sup. IKab{t)DK(0 F 0 

0<t< 

Where 

eal 0t< oo 
Kabl)= 

ebt - 0o<t <0. 

This Dab is linear space under the pointwise addition of function and their multiplication by com- 

plex numbers.Each Y is clearly a seminorm on Dab and yo is a norm.We assign the topology 

generated by the sequence of seminorm (y«)k=o there by making it a countably multinormed 

space.Note that for each fixed sand uthe kernel ev as a function of tis a member of Da.b 

if a < Re( _) < b.With the usual argument we can show that Dab is complete and hence a 

Frechet space.Da denotes the dual of Dab i.e. fis member of Dab iff it is continuous linear 

function on Dab. Thus Dis a space of generalized functions. 

Now we define the generalized Natural Transform.Given a generalized Natural transformable 

generaliz�d function f,the strip of definition Q for N[] is a set in C defined by 2 4 {(s, u): 

<Re( s)< Since for each (s, u) E N the kernel e as a function of ti a member of 

D,a 
For fE D.we can define the generalized Natural transform of fas conventional function 

,G2 

(2.2) 
RAs, u) A N[f(0]4 < f{), -e> 

We call , the region (or strip) of definition for N[f(] and o and a2 the abscissas of definition. 

Note that the properties ike linearity and continuity of generalized Natural transform will follows 

from [13,14] 

3 Natural Transform of Distribution 

Let f(t be a distribution whose support is bounded on the left at zero,then the Natural trans- 

form of f() is defined by equation 

(3.1) N[0] = f (s, u) = f()e dt=< f(l), *e 
0 

Here we can examine the above relation in a way that, there exists a real numbersuch 

that e is a distribution belonging to S(the class of tempered distribution).Then we can write 

equation (5) as 

-(sc) 

N[f0]= A(s, u) = 0e dt=< e* f), H) e (3.2) 
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1 (s-0! 

where H) is the Heaviside function.For Re,)> Rel),the function H(),e u is a test 

unction in S,and hence the above definition makes sense. 

4The Natural Transform of Heaviside Function and Dirac Delta Function 

1 The Heaviside Function N[H()] = e s 

2 The Dirac Delta Function and its Derivatives 
-cS 

1 1 

NIOt-RE|= f(de 
(n) 

S" CS 

Ingeneral.N[ô (t -c)] = (z)e 

If we setc =0,then we have 

N[&)= N[6(f0] = fo) 
NI&()= 

In general,N[&'®()] =) 

5 The Natural Transform of Distributional Derivative 

Let f() E S,then by the definition of Natural transform we have 

i - SI 

(5.1) N[f (] =< f(), e 

Let f be a function defined by 

9(0 f(t)) = (5.2) t<a = g,(t)Ha - )+9,()H(t- a) 

gelt) t>a 

where a >0 and gi(). ga() are continuously differentiable functions.The classical derivative of 

) is given by 
f() = gK()H(a - ) +9%(t)H(t- a) (5.3) 

For all tf= a,the distributional derivative is 

fi(t) = f() + [/16{t- a) (5.4) 

where [f1 = f(a.) - fla.) 

The Natural transform of equation (5.3) is given by 

1 SI 

N[0)=,. f(he 9e el e 
a 

1 

glo t u 9ol e 
a 

galte en+9:(0) - st 

90e u+ 
=f(- 

a 

(r0)+Ie 
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here f(0) = g1(0) 

On the other hand 

N[F(] = < P(t), e 
1 

) +/Nt-a).e 

Pie ne" 

- F(0) 

ihe above relation makes the sense even when we allow ato tend to zero,because in that case 

we havee 

S 

NIFO)=1 gt)eu 

o9ne "dt -g 0) 
0 T f f0)-[f(0 f0le" 

which is consistent with above equation. 

6 Application of Generalized Natural Transform 

Example (1) Solve +6y + 5y = S() + 6t - 2) with initial condition y0) = 1, Y[0) = 0 

Solution:- Taking Natural transform on both sides given equation and simplifying 

(6.1) NI+6y+5y] = N[6) + 6(t-2)] 

(6.2) N- M)+ *y10)] +61 NIY MO)]+5NII = *+e 
S+su+5u s6 11 

NYI (6.3) 
+7uu*u'u* -2s 

(6.4) 
N S2 +6su + 5u2s+ 6su + 5u 

Now using the partial fraction method we have 

-2S 

(6.5) 
N[y +0S+50 S+5/ 

Applying inverse Natural transform on both sides we get 

1 
(6.6) M-e-5e ue +2 est+10) -

Example (2) Solve y+2y + 10y = - o t - 4r) with initial condition y0) = 0, Y(0) = 1 
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Solution: Taking Natural transform on both sides given equation and simplity1ng 

(6.7 N+2y+ 10y] = N[6t-4r)] 
-4 nS 

y-*y0)+ 'y0)]+2®NI - y0)] + 10N[ = *e 
s+2su+10ur 

(6.8) 
U 

U 1- -4ns 

(6.9) 
NYI 

-4 1S 

(6.10) U 

N LYIS2+ 2su + 10u2 s2+ 2su + 10u 
Applying inverse Natural transform on both sides we get 

(6.11) N'= N 
S2 + 2su+ 10u s+2su + 10t e 

2 Can be written as u 2 whose inverse Natural transform 

3 (S+u)+9u -4S The expression 2 
1 -P *<su+10u 

gains its effect of a unit step 
found to be e Sin(3).Also in second part ,the factor e 

function and a translation by c = 47 so that its inverse Natural transform is 3uan(e"r"*) 

1 

)=eSin(3) -Ua )e 
3 

1 - t+47t 

Sin3)-zua(e 

Example (3) A simply supported beam of length L bars a load P concentrated at its midpoint(x = 

).Find the deflection of the beam. 

Solution: We know the equation of beam with the required boundary conditions as 

Ely=P5(x_ (6.12) 

with, y0) = Y[0) = yL) = {L) =0 

Assume that the function y(xjis defined on the domain [0, »).but it only has physicalmeaning 

on [0, L].From the initial conditions given we can see that, the conditions like y/0) and y"(0) are 

not known.To solve the given problem ,we can assign some value to these conditions for our 

convenience say y(0) = a and y0) = b,Wwhich we can determine using the known conditions. 

Now apply the Natural transform on both sides and using the initial conditions,we get 

EN)=PN.GX ) 

EAs N-` y)-sylo) - yi0)- (0)) = P'e 

E =a+ b+ pu 1, 
s 

2u 

sEt 
s2 

Now apply the inverse Natural transform ,we have 

1 .13) n- ax+ b+PE (x5 6 

Now using the boundary conditions y(L) = 0 and y(L) = 0,we get 

(6.14) i- bx PEx- 
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ML) = al + b L"+ P = 0 
48E 

y'(L) = bL + P_ 
2EI 

and 

Solving these equations for a and b ,we get 

PL and b = 2E a = 
16EL 

Finally the deflection curve is givenby 

PL2 P1 L3 
(6.15) 

MX)=16EL* 2ET6 *6EJ U4)(*)(x-2 
More explicitly, the beam deflection is given by 

X+ T2EIX 0 s * <<£ 

ylx)= 

PL T6EL 2*+P6EuC\x)(x -La3 x S L. 

7 CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have defined the Natural transform on the distribution space with some suitable support.The 

Natural transforn of the generalized functions like Dirac delta function,Heaviside functions are found and 

solved some differential equations which involves these generalized functions. 
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